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The exhibition ‘UNKNOWN’ is all about physical and emotional experience based on 
human senses which can be explored through mudlarking. Each object was curfully 
positioned and located to reflect the all stages and understand what mudlark is all 
about. Each objrct found in London River Thames was reasearched on size, year, histo-
ry to allow me to create a certain journey through the space. 

Explore the extraordinary process of mudlarking through 
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ZONE 1. UKNOWN
An area where the atmosphere is very dramatic, dark and mysterious to reflect the idea of 
the river. The visitor entering dark space where he feels unceetain and confused. The 
only thing that led him inside is the sound of dropping water in the background.

ZONE 2. DIG IN
The section which is based on physical experience through mind, The section which is based on physical experience through mind, touch and smell. The 
person fully experiencing the atmosphere around the river and learn what mudlarking is 
about.

ZONE 3. UNCOVER
An area where we focus on sight to trully discover the objects thorugh looking at details 
and uncovering their true beauty. 

ZONE 4. STEP INTO THE LIGHT
The time where the visitor celebrate the presure founds by looking at the most valuable The time where the visitor celebrate the presure founds by looking at the most valuable 
and unique object in the space. It is about creating a moment that will stay in visitor’s 
memory as he leave the exhibition.

The idea was to find another activities that will be conect-
ed to mudlarking but it will show a different point of view 
and interesting aproach towards the project.

Exploring the atmosphere using light through physicall 
models. Thinking about the experience  in the space 
through different zones. As well as to create a big impact 
on the entrance and threashold.
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As you aproach the facade you notes an object 
from the distance but the walls are to narrow to 
get closer so all you see is the glow of light pass-
ing through the structure.

During the journey through the space and before 
you enter the Zone 3: Uncover you pass by the 
little whole in the wall. As you look through you 
look at the objects in details to see its true 
beauty. At this moment there is still a mystry as 
you can’t see its form in full.

As you pass the Zone Uncover, before you enter 
the shop you notes little dark room hidden on the 
left side. At the moment you enter the room you 
discover the object fully expoused and you real-
ized that you started to learn about the object 
before you entered.
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The journey continue...

SHOP ‘LOWTIDE!’
Looking back to mudlarking process, the mudlarkers are 
allow to search before or after low tide. The idea was to 
position the shop between the zones to continue the 
idea of mudlarking process.

CELEBRATION


